A "Happy Meal" for CEO's

…The NeuraMetrics Polling Tool

Would you like to have a conversation with your clients without
taking more than 3 to 5 minutes of their time?
Would you like to collaborate with your network and not take
more than 3 to 5 minutes of your time?
Would you like to be able to analyze your organization's
effectiveness in a confidential interaction that identifies specific
areas for improvement?
One year Contract Automatically Renewable
The Strategic Polling Initiative Pricing
You decide on four or five topics that you would
like to present each month. These may be the
same topics each month or they may vary.
Topics should reflect your business concerns.
For instance, if you were a restaurant your topics
might be Service, Cleanliness, Menu,
Promotions, and Appearance. Then each month
you send us no more than ten questions that you
would like to ask that month’s target audience or
we can help you design the questions. Each
topic should have at least one question and not
more than two. The questions may be the same or different each
month (your choice). Maximum number of respondents = 5000.
This application provides accurate, easy to read, real-time data to
enable a deep understanding of the business issues you present to
your target audience. Use of this tool drives and prioritizes rapid
corrective action that improves both business and financial
performance.
You have the option to conduct your poll from your website,
Facebook, Twitter or through an e-mail campaign. In any
case, we will help you with the design and provide you with the
link to direct your respondents to the poll.

Initial Product
Development: Includes your
branding with your logo.
(Optional)

Set up fee waived
with two year
contract!

One Time set up Fee

$300

Monthly Product
Development and Hosting

Changing Poll

You provide monthly
Categories, and/or Questions
and/or Demographics that
will be reviewed and
reworked by a NeuraMetrics
SME. – includes Loading new
Demographics each month if
necessary & Loading Survey
Questions etc.
Continuous hosting (24/7)
with analysis tools
continuously available.

Analysis help is available from NeuraMetrics if desired.
Maintenance Fees – The annual maintenance fee of $1200 is waived for this promotion.

Call 1-904-246-9733 for a free web demo & consultation today!
Or reach us at info@neurametrics.com

NeuraMetrics Inc. 1183 Blue Heron Lane West, Jacksonville Beach, FL 32250
904-246-9733

Just $200/month
with the Categories,
Questions and
Demographics
changing each
month
Static Poll (same
poll each month)
$100/month
Share polling results
with respondents:
$100 per month.
(Optional)

